
T
imeless design with a sprinkling of personality is what 
HUSK kitchens are all about. Founders and directors, 
Dave Young and Ross Norgate, discovered a shared 
love for well-crafted furniture while setting up Young 
& Norgate almost a decade ago. This award-winning 
furniture and joinery company has honoured them with 
invaluable experiences, particularly in understanding 
the detail and craftsmanship that should go into every 
piece of furniture. With HUSK, the pair came up with 
a concept to provide customisable fronts, worktops 
and hardware for cabinetry and to offer a bespoke 
design service that would complete a well thoughtout 
and durable kitchen. They have a central Bristol-based 

workshop in the UK where everything is made to order by a 
group of skilled makers. “Currently our main offering is a Fenix 
laminated ply core. The Fenix skin is a great material for a kitchen 
environment because it’s fingerprint-proof, scratch resistant and 
really easy to clean. For the edges we have a range of solid timber 
options such as oak, ash and walnut to give the fronts more of a 
premium feel.” Do they want to expand on this? “We have plenty 
of thoughts for the future but for now we want to keep it simple 
and, more importantly, keep it affordable,” confirms Dave.
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Taking a collaborative approach, the two founders of HUSK 

combine their experience and passion for making to customise 

well-crafted kitchens that are simple and affordable

Designing

for purpose
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Designed and made in 
the UK, all doors and 

drawers are formed of 
a core of 18mm 

plywood which is FSC 
certified. All of the 

edges are finished in 
a natural hardwax oil. 
This finish is scratch 

and scuff resistant, and 
will also repel water, 

ensuring a presentable 
look is maintained, even 

in the very busiest of 
family kitchens

The Fenix fronts, 
shown here in 

Grigio Efeso, are 
available in a range 

of colours and in 
a soft matte finish. 

The handles are 
made by HUSK 

from hand-turned 
oak and these 

complement the 
solid timber tops 
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How did you get into design?
Ross and I were both on the 
same furniture course where we 
discovered our joint passion for 
well-crafted minimal design, and 
we started the company Young  
& Norgate. We have been so 
honoured to have worked on  
a number of fantastic projects 
over the years and have amassed 
a huge amount of experience  
in dealing with bespoke design 
and interior projects. 

What is the process of 
designing HUSK fronts? 
We understand that people 
have busy lives and because of 
the simplicity in the way that 
someone can go about ordering 
from us, the opportunity is there 
to do this from the comfort 
of the sofa. Likewise, we love 
chatting with people and 
bouncing ideas and encourage 
a visit to our showroom where 
the product can be experienced 
in the flesh. We have narrowed 
down a carefully considered 
selection of materials, colours, 
finishes and hardware options 
that work well in almost any 
combination. With transparent 
pricing it is very easy to land on 
a cost to suit most budgets. 

How important is sustainability 
in your design work? This is a 
big dilemma for us as a business. 
We’re not going to deny that 

our materials are bought in 
from parts of Europe and, to 
some degree, sourced from 
nature. However, we do have 
great respect for the materials 
and how we use them. We have 
embraced modern production 
methods and materials to 
be more efficient in the way 
we make. The dream in the 
near future is to localise the 
production. For example, If 
a customer who is based in 
Edinburgh orders a kitchen 
through HUSK the order  
will be directed to a local 
workshop in Scotland,  
saving on transportation  
costs and enabling them to  
add bespoke elements which  
are not easy to fulfil from afar. 

How important is it to 
consider environmental 
impacts when investing in  
new kitchen furniture?  
We really think durability is 
the key factor here; invest in 
something that you plan to keep 
for years to come, so that you’re 
not buying into an unsustainable 
throwaway society. Purchasing 
locally can be much more 
beneficial environmentally and 
economically. We’ve tried to 
source a lot of our taps and 
handles from British companies 
in the hope that we can guide 
our clients into a more  
locally-focused product line. 
 

COMPANY PROFILE
After suppling bespoke furniture 
and joinery under the name 
Young & Norgate for over 10 
years, founders and friends Dave 
Young and Ross Norgate set up 
HUSK. They spotted a gap in the 
market for affordable kitchens 
that are customisable and 
durable and set about planning, 
researching and designing. All 
HUSK fronts are made with care 
in their workshop based in Bristol. 
Prices for fronts will start from 
around £1,900 for a small kitchen. 
madebyhusk.com

Handmade from 
hi-tech laminate, the 

Fenix fronts work 
beautifully with or 

without handles. 
This handleless 

design is kept simple 
in the Beige Luxor 

colourway, with the 
worktops doing  
all of the talking

“INVEST IN SOMETHING THAT YOU PLAN TO 
KEEP FOR YEARS TO COME, SO THAT YOU’RE 
NOT BUYING INTO A THROWAWAY SOCIETY”

Above The 
worktops shown 
here are made 
from Neolith Zaha 
sintered stone 
which adds an 
interesting texture 
and pattern

KITCHEN DESIGNERS
Founders and directors, Dave Young (pictured right) and Ross Norgate, 
discuss the benefits of customisable kitchens and the future of design


